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Abstract:
Signaling pathways are composed of a sequence of gene regulatory and enzymatic reactions which
result in an important biological outcome. Despite the fact that signaling pathways are conserved
over millions of years of evolution in order to achieve the same outcome, their structures are
evolving, with gene duplications or the introduction of new regulators and the loss of others. This
project focused specifically on the Insulin Signaling pathway, which is critical for growth regulation,
the regulation of glucose uptake into cells, and cross-talk between other signaling pathways. The
annotation of genes in well-characterized signaling and metabolic pathways allows for
understanding of the relationship between gene evolution and their position within a network.
More specifically, the number of differences in nucleotide sequences between two species
correlates to the rate of molecular evolution. Drosophila has proven to be an excellent model for
studying the evolution of gene expression regulatory mechanisms, as genes in this pathway are well
conserved, and Drosophila species have undergone many duplications and losses over time. This
project focused on the annotation of coding spans (CDS) of the Target of Rapamycin (Tor) gene and
the annotation of the genomic neighborhood across Drosophila species. Tor is an important gene to
study as it contributes to chromatin DNA binding, protein binding, protein kinase activity, and
protein self-association. Our annotations show that while Drosophila melanogaster contains two
isoforms, Tor-PA and Tor-PB, only one of these isoforms, Tor-PA, exists in species Drosophila
takahashii and Drosophila serrata. Additionally, Tor-PA only contains 5 exons in D. serrata, while the
gene contains 7 exons in D. melanogaster and D. serrata. This annotation is essential since it allows
for comparative analyses to further understand the evolution of the insulin signaling pathway. In our
specific analysis, it is revealed that not all isoforms are conserved, and gene structure has evolved
over time.
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Figure 5: Proposed gene model of
Tor-PA in Drosophila takahashii.

Figure 2: Genomic neighborhood of Tor gene in Drosophila melanogaster.
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Figure 6: Proposed gene model of
Tor-PA in Drosophila serrata.

Figure 3: tblastn search using D. melanogaster protein Tor-PB (query) against D. takahashii
whole genome assembly.
Table 2: tblastn CDS-by-CDS search results summary of Tor for D. takahashii.
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Figure 7: Dot Plot of D. melanogaster Tor-PA vs. the proposed model of D. takahashii
Tor-PA.
Figure 8: Protein Alignment of Tor-PA annotation in D. takahashii.
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Figure 4: Conservation of splice acceptor site in exon 4 of Tor across Drosophila species.

Figure 1: Gene interactions in Drosophila melanogaster insulin signaling pathway.

Table 1: blastp search results for the protein sequences of the two nearest predicted
upstream and downstream neighbors to Tor-PB in D. takahashii against the D.
melanogaster reference protein database.
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